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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We work in the Law School in a certificate program that prepares international lawyers to do the LLM (Masters in Law) They take courses in legal English as well as a variety of courses dealing with law school and the American legal system
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We got a grant 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not a lot of money but legitimacy---needed to look at how to assess “airy-fairy” learning in a rigorous program. Use the money to buy books, send two members to to two conferences, and fund three retreats.
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Goals

To create independent learners

To help students further develop or expand 
on language skills and legal knowledge

To create  “breathing room” in a very heavy 
curriculum without sacrificing rigor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We elimnated a three-hour class to make time for conferences
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Year-long Program

Fall Semester Focus

Self-Regulated Learning—teacher led

Spring Semester Focus

Self-Directed Learning—student led
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What is Self-Regulated 
Learning? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metacognition:  Consciously monitoring and managing one’s own thinking by focusing on and dialoguing with inputobserving preconceptions and potential resistance to new or conflicting inputReviewing and reflecting on an experience Awareness and control over emotions, motivations, behavior and learning environment
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Self-Regulated Learners
Are aware of

their strengths and limitations 

best learning settings for them

what hinders their learning 

Are guided by

personally set goals

task-related strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflect on the effectiveness of strategiesUse reflection to improveAre successful life-long learners
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Spring Semester

Self-Directed Learning (SDL)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With our guidance, students create learning goals and set bi-weekly goals
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Self-Regulated Learning (SRL)

Goal: Students set, monitor, and revise 
study goals and strategies.

Design and Assessment 

SRL = 10% of Legal English grade

10 journals + 10 individual 
conferences (30 min each)

Specs grading used for journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes:SRL-focused class activities did not factor in gradeJournal topics prepared in advance (ex. Feedback: How do I understand the feedback given on an assignment? How do I use feedback to set new learning goals? What questions/suggestions do I have about feedback?) Some student choice, but many assigned to coincide with planned activities (ex. writing about test expectations and strategies before and after a midterm). We used Bb journal feature to post assignments, have students write, and have instructors comment.Conferences focused on discussion of journal and SRL topic and goal setting and revision. 
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Specs Grading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All or Nothing” means giving full credit for meeting all guidelines on a journal assignment or no credit for it if any guidelines are not followed.
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How We Used Specs Grading

Give clear and achievable guidelines

Submit journal on time.

Meet formatting requirements.

Write at least 300 words. 

Respond to journal prompt.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NotesAdvantages—fairer way to evaluate students from different levels, easier for teachers to grade and norm. Disadvantages—can be heartbreaking to give a student a 0 for a minor infraction. 
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Excerpt from a Student Journal
I have more interactions with my classmates and 

instructors. I…love to talk about the challenges I met 

during the study with my instructors, which almost 

never happened… in China. And I also love to discuss 

… my learning experience with my classmates. For 

example, I always like to discuss the reading materials 

with [ ] before[my law] class. I tell them the main 

ideas…to clarify whether I misunderstand some 

part…. [  ]’s reading ability is much better than me so 

his opinions are usually helpful.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NotesBy the end of the semester, most students met the requirements and received 9 or 10% of their total grade through their work in SRL. They also had a chance to practice a mini-SDL project in preparation for the spring semester’s work.  It is harder to measure how much students changed in their understanding of themselves as learners though SRL.  Here is an excerpt from the journal of a student who began the semester by saying that he hadn’t thought about his study strategies for over 10 yrs. and didn’t like change.  In subsequent journals, he wrote about the work he was doing to improve speaking (asking questions and interacting with classmates).
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Self-Directed Learning (SDL)
Goal: Students design and implement an SDL 
program.

Design and Assessment

 SDL = 10% of Legal English grade

 Portfolio work + individual conferences (30 min) 

Approximately 2 hours/week required for SDL.  
Graded assignments from other classes cannot be 
used.

 Exemplars show students what is expected

 Periodic grades show students their progress to 
10%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NotesSDL can be used for remediation and/or enrichment.Instructors use understanding of students’ skills and interests to help them design appropriate plans.Students submit work on a bi-weekly basis with 6 per semester.
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The Portfolio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes1.Students write/revise learning goals(front page)2. Use a log to write plans that align with goals.3. Post evidence of work done, which is evaluated every two weeks, 6 for the semester.4. Will give an example of a remedial and an enrichment SDL (R study a grammar point, work on pronunciation by mirroring E reading and summarizing materials on a topic s. are interested in (same-sex marriage, Economist articles). 
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Relevance to Other Disciplines

We owe our students lessons and practice in how to 

learn at a fairly high level; letting them slip through 

college without solid learning skills and, 

subsequently, with only fleetingly superficial 

knowledge is professionally irresponsible, if not 

unethical. (Nilson, 2013)
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SRL and SDL are easily 

integrated into content courses

SRL “wrappers” for activities, assignments, 
and tests

very easy to prepare

not graded

 a non-threatening way for students to assess 
the effectiveness of their learning strategies
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SRL Wrapper for a Test

PART 1:  Please answer these questions before 
we begin the test.  Your answers will not affect 
your grade in any way.

1. What did you do, if anything, to prepare 
for this test?

2. Do you feel prepared for the test?  If not, 
what do you feel you could have done  to 
feel more prepared?  

3. What grade do you expect you will 
receive on this test?
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SRL Wrapper

Post-Test
PART 2:  Please complete these questions
as soon as possible after the test.

1. Would you like to change any of your 
answers in Part I?  What would you 
change and why?

2. What will you do in the future (if 
anything) to perform better on this 
type of test and/or to feel more 
confident about your performance?
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Integration of SRL & SDL into 

Content Courses
Journaling and e-portfolios

 relatively easy to set up on Blackboard

 provide a record of progress (accountability)

The role of the TA

 closer to learners’ level; as model students in the 
discipline, can suggest useful strategies

 can monitor journals and e-portfolios

Struggling students who don’t participate 

 SRL/SDL – a principled way to give credit for trying

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principled because Credit is often given for class participation, even if the quality of the participation is low This gives more reserved students (and those from other cultures) an alternate way to demonstrate that they are tryingEven if students don’t learn the content well, they will go away with something v. important to their future
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Challenges
Buy-In
Sell it on the first day of class
Reinforce it frequently

Watch out for Defensive Response
Withdrawal/Avoidance

Giving up on strategies too soon
Resistance to new strategies
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Challenges
Specs Grading: Is it right for you?

For each criterion, honestly ask 
yourself:  

“Will I feel okay about giving a good 
student a 0 for not meeting this 
criterion, even if all other criteria are 
met?” 
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Questions? 

Cheryl Pavlik cpavlik@bu.edu

Amelia Onorato ameliaon@bu.edu

Lynn Bonesteel boneste@bu.edu

mailto:cpavlik@bu.edu
mailto:ameliaon@bu.edu
mailto:lboneste@bu.edu
mailto:boneste@bu.edu
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